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Abstract
This paper presents a simple yet efficient framework for finding a set of sparse correspondences between two non-rigid shapes
using a tensor-based optimization technique. To make the matching consistent, we propose to use third-order potentials to define
the similarity tensor measure between triplets of feature points. Given two non-rigid 3D models, we first extract two sets of
feature points residing in shape extremities, and then build the similarity tensor as a combination of the geodesic-based and priorbased similarities. The hyper-graph matching problem is formulated as the maximization of an objective function over all possible
permutations of points, and it is solved by a tensor power iteration technique, which involves row/column normalization. Finally, a
consistent set of discrete correspondences is automatically obtained. Various experimental results have demonstrated the superiority
of our proposed method, compared with several state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: Sparse correspondences, similarity tensor, tensor power iteration, third-order potentials.

1. Introduction
Seeking correspondences between a set of discrete points on
two different models is a fundamental problem in both computer graphics and computer vision communities. The most crucial
property of these correspondences is that they allow the transfer of information from one model to another. It is therefore
not surprising that computing maps lies at the essence of a wide
spectrum of geometry processing applications as diverse as attribute transfer, shape morphing and shape matching among
many others [1].
As an extensive direction, intrinsic surface correspondence
computation between two nearly isometric models is well studied in last decades. Since many real-world deformations are
approximately isometric (e.g., bending limbs or parts of humans or animals and varying facial expressions), finding near isometric maps possesses practical significance in non-rigid shape
analysis. While several solutions to rigid matching are well
established, non-rigid shape matching remains difficult even
when the space of deformations is limited. Unlike the rigid
case, the main challenge for non-rigid shape matching is that
the search space of intrinsic correspondences is too large to be
computationally tractable. A well-established approach is to reduce the search space by extracting a set of distinctive features
from both models and detect correspondences between these
features only [2, 3]. For example, isometric matching techniques try to find correspondences that preserve the pairwise
geodesic distances [4, 5]. In this paper, we present an efficient
algorithm that is able to automatically find sparse sets of feature
points between two isometric or nearly isometric models.
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The correspondence problem between isometric models is
more difficult for a number of reasons: 1) Most of the isometric
correspondence methods try to use pairwise geometric relations
to measure the similarity between pairs of feature points. For
example, the Euclidean distance between pairs of points is used
in [6], leading to a matching criterion that is invariant to rotation. Berg et al. [7] used a combination of rotation and scale
invariant potentials such as distances and angles between feature points. Zheng et al. [8] proposed a point matching problem based on the notion of neighborhood structure, where each
point is a node in the graph, and two nodes are connected by an
edge if they are neighbors. However, these pairwise based approaches may fail in the presence of ambiguities such as repeated patterns or non discriminative local appearances. 2) Concretely, the search for correspondences between two isometric
or nearly isometric shapes is solved using a distance-preserving
mapping such as the geodesic distances, where the distance between any two points on one shape is exactly the same as the
distance between their correspondences on the other one. However, these distance-preserving mappings are low-dimensional,
and many feature points may lead to similar descriptors, which
make the matching procedure ambiguous. 3) Several non-rigid
shape matching methods try to employ the local information
around the feature points to solve the correspondence problem.
Despite the fact that using the local signatures such as curvature
or local patches is well-suited for establishing correspondences
between two non-rigid shapes, these local signatures may cause
many false matches on a shape as they rely on local geometry
cues only.
To alleviate the first problem, feature matching consistency
is enforced by using third order potentials that are defined over
triplets of points, instead of unary and pairwise ones used in
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classical methods. Note that Duchenne et al. [9] also proposed
to use high-order potentials. However, these potentials are not
applicable to non-rigid shape matching. As for the second and
third problems, the quality of a correspondence is measured in
two ways: how similar a feature point from one shape is to its
corresponding feature point from the other one (a local criterion), and how much their spatial distance is changed (a global
criterion). Therefore, we propose to use shape priors as they
received much attention in the last few years [10, 11, 12], and
favor correspondences that are locally and isometrically consistent and can deal with deformations to some extent.
This paper builds a framework that can accommodate both
local constraints (3D shape priors sampled from the feature
points) and global constraints (the normalized geodesic distances). The first one is referred to as the prior-based potential,
and the second one as the geodesic-based potential. To efficiently match two non-rigid shapes, our method first extracts a
set of feature points residing on the prominent parts of the two models and constructs 3D local shape priors around these
feature points. Next, we provide feature vectors for triplets of feature points in both shapes using both prior-based and
geodesic-based potentials. These feature vectors define a similarity tensor representing the affinity between feature triangles.
Inspired by the work [9], a high order graph matching problem
that integrates third-order constraints formulated to guide the
search for correspondences, which is solved with a tensor power iteration technique. Note that our task is different from [9]
in the fact that our optimization involves row/column `1 unit
normalizations and it is designed for non-rigid shape matching.
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we test it along with
state-of-the-art methods on the Surface Correspondence Benchmark [13]. The presented method is easy to implement, fully
automatic and it generates quality correspondences for a wide
variety of model pairs. Our paper makes the following two main
contributions:

at the local maxima of Gauss curvature as initial feature points.
Starting from these points, they enlarged the set of feature
point by repeatedly adding more points using the Farthest
Point Sampling algorithm (FPS). Similarly, Kim et al. [13]
extracted a small number of feature points by leveraging the
Average Geodesic Distance(AGD) function, which can provide
corresponding feature sets particularly well for articulated
figures. Recently, Yang et al. [14] interpreted feature points as
extremal points of the Gaussian curvature field. In our case, we
make use of the Heat Kernel function [15] to find the prominent feature points, and spread them using the Farthest Point
Sampling algorithm. These feature points have often reliable
and stable correspondences in other objects with the same class.

2.2. Shape Correspondences.
Finding correspondences between surfaces is a long standing
problem with a rich variety of previous methods and applications. Please refer to [1] for a survey and to [16, 2, 3, 13, 17]
for recent advances. In [16], the authors hierarchically find correspondences between points by searching for assignment that
best preserve geodesic features. While Lipman et al. [2] proposed to explore conformal maps generated by random triplets
on a surface, and to vote for correspondences generated by areapreserving maps. Later on, Ovsjanikov et al. [3] exploited the
structure of isometries between a pair of shapes. Their method
is based on matching features in a space of a heat kernel, showing that a single correspondence can be used to recover an isometry defined on entire shapes. Kim et al. [13] described
an automatic framework for finding intrinsic maps between two non-isometric, genus zero surface. They suggested to use
a weighted combination of multiple low-dimensional intrinsic
maps to produce a blended map. Ovsjanikov et al. [17] proposed a novel representation that considers mappings between
functions rather than points defined on the shapes. There also
have been attempts to compute optimal correspondences based
on integral invariants [18, 19], as they proved to be useful for
many tasks where the computation of shape characteristics is
important. Recently, Several techniques have been proposed
to tackle the problem of matching incomplete and partial 3D
surfaces [20, 21]. In [20] a nonrigid matching algorithm that
incorporates pairwise constraints is introduced to find correspondences between incomplete 3D surfaces, while Rodolà et
al. [21] proposed an extension of the functional correspondence
framework to allow dealing with partial correspondences.
Although significant progress has been made, state-of-the-art
techniques are limited to shapes that are similar to each other.
On the other hand, they tend to be insufficient for shapes
that undergo large geometric and topological variations. By
combining the geometrical and structural information in the
potential definition, our approach provides promising results
compared to the state-of-the-art methods for finding shape
correspondences.

• We propose a fully automatic non-rigid shape correspondence method, which incorporates both the prior-based
(local) and the geodesic-based (global) potentials into a
similarity tensor to avoid the problem of matching inconsistency.
• We devise a tensor-based optimization technique to solve
the third-order graph matching problem, which involves
row/column `1 normalizations.
2. Related Work
2.1. Feature Point Extraction.
The first step of our method is to select a set of n feature
points from the vertices of triangular meshes on the surface.
Given a 3D shape model represented by triangular meshes, a
variety of methods can be applied to generate feature points. A
common approach is to extract feature points in shape extremities. For example, Zhang et al. [4] detected feature points at
the local minima of the average squared geodesic distance field
defined over the given mesh. Lipman et al. [2] took all points
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Figure 1: Overview of our algorithm. Given two shapes as input, we first extract a sparse set of features points residing on the
prominent parts of the input shapes. Next, we compute prior-based and geodesic-based feature vectors for triplets of feature points
in both shapes, and use them to build the similarity tensor H. The corresponding graph matching problem is then formulated as
maximizing a multi-linear objective function over all permutations of feature points. Finally, the assignment matrix is obtained and
discretized to find the set of sparse correspondences.
prominent parts of the input shapes. Next, we develop high order potentials, namely prior-based and geodesic-based potentials, that can be used to provide feature vectors for triplets of
feature points in both shapes. The similarities between triplets
of points from shape 1 and 2 are computed and used to form a
similarity tensor, as described in Section 4.2.
The next phase introduces an optimization framework seeking the assignment matrix, where the corresponding high graph
matching problem is formulated as maximizing a multi-linear
objective function over all permutations of feature points. For
that purpose, the NP-hard problem is first relaxed and then a
tensor power iteration technique is employed, where the main
eigenvector of the tensor is computed and used to find the closest assignment matrix. Once the assignment matrix is obtained,
it can be discretized to determine a consistent set of discrete
correspondences. The details about the relaxation, formulation
and solution of the high graph matching problem are presented
in Section 4.3.

2.3. Graph Matching.
Graph matching, as a non-parametric model, can also be applied to find correspondences between two feature sets [22, 23,
24]. Moreover, by embedding the edge attribute, graph matching can incorporate the geometrical information and the structural information in the correspondence computation. For the
first time, Zass et al. [25] proposed to find a matching between
two sets of feature points by formulating a hypergraph matching problem. In their paper, the hypergraph is constructed to
embed the high-order constraints, rather than the unary or pairwise ones used in classical methods. Later on, Duchenne et
al. [9] introduced a tensor-based hypergraph matching algorithm to solve the matching problem between two sets of visual
features using higher-order constraints. Recently, Shi et al. [26]
formulated a Multi-Graph Matching as a combinatorial optimization dealing with different types of high-order information.
Inspired by the work of [9, 26], higher-order constraints are
used to measure the similarity between tuples of points. We
follow their formulation while updating the node potential definition and the optimization setup.

4. Algorithm
In this section, every phase of the proposed framework is discussed in detail. First, the problem of finding correspondences
between two input shapes is formulated . Next, the feature
points are extracted from the surfaces and the geodesic-based
and prior-based distances are computed for these points on both
shapes. Finally, the set of sparse correspondences between the
two sets of feature points is found by solving an optimization
problem using tensor power iteration technique.

3. Overview
Given two shapes as input, both represented as triangular
meshes, the proposed framework aims to establish a set of correspondences that relate points on shape 1 to points on shape 2
(see problem formulation in Section 4.1). The main idea of our
method is illustrated in Figure 1, and outlined in more details
in the following sections. Specifically, our algorithm proceeds
in the following two steps: feature extraction and tensor based
optimization.
We first approach the correspondence problem by extracting
a sparse set of feature points residing on the extremities and

4.1. Problem Formulation
The main challenge of our approach lies in finding a set of sparse correspondences between two shapes using shape priors.
A shape prior is defined as a local geometry, represented with a
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Figure 3: Geodesic-based and prior-based feature vectors extracted from a horse model. Given a triplet of points, the normalized geodesic distances between these three points constitute a feature vector known as the geodesic-based feature vector (left). While, the prior-based feature vector (right) of these
triplet of points is defined as the concatenation of the three ESF
descriptors of the priors generated around the three points.

Figure 2: Feature points automatically extracted from a horse
model in 4 different poses. The blue points represent the local
maxima of the heat kernel function, while the red ones are obtained via the geodesic farthest point sampling strategy. Please
note that these extracted points are invariant to isometries, and
have correspondences in other shapes within the same class.

total sum, otherwise the product equals to 0, and no value is
added to the sum.
This similarity measure between two triangles is formulated
as:
Hi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 = αGi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 + βPi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 .
(3)

point subset sampled from the surface, which conveys geometric and structural information of the shape. Given two sets of
feature points extracted from two shapes, the quality of a correspondence is measured in two ways: how similar a feature point
from shape 1 is to its corresponding feature point from shape 2,
and how much their spatial distance is changed. The first one is
referred to as the prior-based potential, and the second one as
the geodesic-based potential. Therefore, we establish a highorder graph matching procedure, in which geodesic-based and
prior-based similarities are employed to find the sparse correspondences between the two shapes.
Given two shapes S 1 and S 2 , we first extract n feature points
from both shapes, referred to as prior centers. To find the set of
sparse correspondences between the feature points from S 1 and
S 2 , we seek an assignment matrix A(n × n), such that Ai1 ,i2 = 1
when two feature points pi1 and pi2 from S 1 and S 2 , respectively, are matched, otherwise Ai1 ,i2 = 0.
X
X
A ∈ {0, 1}n×n ,
Ai1 ,i2 = 1,
Ai1 ,i2 = 1.
(1)
i1

Prior-based Potential

where constants α and β weigh the two terms, and G and P represent the similarity measures between the corresponding triangles {i1 , j1 , k1 } and {i2 , j2 , k2 } using geodesic-based and priorbased potentials, respectively. From the definition, the values of the similarity H will be high if triangles {i1 , j1 , k1 } and
{i2 , j2 , k2 } have similar geodesic distances (high values for G),
and similar local shape priors (high values for P).
The high graph matching problem is formulated as maximizing the multi-linear objective function (2) over all permutations
of points, subject to the constraints in (1). This is solved by a
third order power iteration method, where the main eigenvector
of the tensor H is computed and used to find the assignment
matrix A.

i2

4.2. Feature Extraction
Notice that due to the constraints on the row/column sums, a
feature point from S 1 is matched to exactly one point in S 2 and
vice-versa.
To enforce matching consistency, we make use of thirdorder constraints, i.e. we compare triplets of points or triangles {i1 , j1 , k1 } from S 1 and {i2 , j2 , k2 } from S 2 . The problem of
finding sparse correspondence is then formulated as the maximization of a score function defined over correspondences:
X
Score (A) =
Hi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 Ai1 ,i2 A j1 , j2 Ak1 ,k2 .
(2)

The first step is to extract features that will be used as input for the optimization problem. Our goal is to sample a set
of feature points from the surface and provide prior-based and
geodesic-based similarities between triplets of points. These
features form a similarity measure that can be employed later
on to generate the set of sparse correspondences.
Feature Point Extraction. Given two shapes S 1 and S 2 ,
represented as triangle meshes, our first task is to generate a
sparse set of n feature points from each one. These points
will serve as reference points to generate the sparse correspondences. Since these points produce the candidates for potential
correspondences, they should be invariant to isometries and selected from prominent regions and tips of protrusions of the
surface (e.g., tips of extremities). Particularly, we extract points

where H is a similarity measure, which will be high if triangle {i1 , j1 , k1 } is similar to triangle {i2 , j2 , k2 }, and the product
Ai1 ,i2 A j1 , j2 Ak1 ,k2 will be equal to 1, if and only if, the two triangles are matched and the value of Hi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 is added to the
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Figure 4: Prior-based similarity measure. Given two sets of feature points extracted from two horse models in different poses, we
randomly choose a triplet of points from the source model and search the 4-nearest neighbors triangles in the target model. By using
only the geodesic based similarity measure G (first row), a mistaken triplet is retrieved as the 1-nearest triangle. By incorporating
the prior-based similarity P (second row) into the similarity measure H, the matching problem would have higher discriminative
power, and the true triplet of points from the target model is retrieved as the nearest triangle.
at local maxima of the heat kernel function [15]. These signatures provide a multi-scale notion of curvature, and the set of
local maxima of the HKS function for a large time parameter
corresponds to the tips of protrusions that can be used as stable
and repeatable features [27]. Please note that our pipeline does
not depend on this choice, and other feature detection methods such as Gauss curvature and the Average Geodesic Distance
(AGD) function can also be applied.

the geodesic distances. For all experiments in this paper, we
take n ≤ 40 sample points. Figure 2 shows the feature points
automatically extracted from a horse model in 4 different poses.
These points form a discrete set that is invariant to isometries,
can be reliably selected and often have correspondences in other object of the same class.
Geodesic-based Potential. Given the two sets of feature
points extracted from shapes S 1 and S 2 , our next task is to develop new high-order potentials, that can be used for the computation of feature vectors for triplets of points in both shapes.
These feature vectors are of great importance in the optimization stage. Therefore, a third-order potential based on the definition of geodesics is developed . The geodesic distance between two points is defined as the length of a shortest path
between the two points. The most important property of such
distances in our context is that they remain always the same independently of the posture, and can be easily estimated. The
use of geodesic distances proves to be effective in a number of
applications, and paves the road to a number of tools for intrinsic non-rigid shape matching and analysis. Among the others,
we sketch here the use of the normalized geodesic distance to
derive an intrinsic measure for shape matching, referred to as
Geodesic-based Potential, see Figure 3 (left).
Given a triplet of points {i, j, k} from shape S , referred to as
a triangle, the normalized geodesic distances between its three
points constitute a feature vector fi, j,k such that:

In this work, the set of local maxima of the Heat Kernel function is identified as feature points. Thus, we consider a point
p as a feature point on S , if and only if, kt (p, p) > kt (p0 , p0 )
for all p0 in the 2-ring neighborhood of p, where kt (x, x) =
P∞
−λi t
φi (x)2 is the heat kernel, λi and φi are the i-th eigeni=0 exp
value and the i-th eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, respectively. This method provides the corresponding
feature sets particularly well for shapes that undergo geometric
and topological variations, and thus a small number of stable
features points is detected.
For shape matching and analysis, it is important that the spacial distribution of the feature points must capture the whole
shape without missing important geometric structures. Encouraged by this observation, we adopt a feature point extraction strategy that generates a set of feature points non-uniformly and
evenly distributed over the surface. To construct such a set, we
first take all points that are local maxima of the Heat Kernel,
and then spread the rest of the n feature points via the geodesic
farthest point sampling (FPS) method [28]. The main idea of
the FPS is to start from a set of points (in our case, the HKS local maxima), and repeatedly add the most geodesically distant
point from all points collected so far, until n feature points are
selected.

fi, j,k = {d(i, j), d( j, k), d(k, i)}

(4)

where d(i, j) is the geodesic distance
between points i and j
√
from shape S , normalized by (Area(S )). Note that this description is invariant under rotation, scale and posture.
The similarity measure Gi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 between the triangles
{i1 , j1 , k1 } from S 1 and {i2 , j2 , k2 } from S 2 indicates how

In our current implementation, we use an approximate algorithm based on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to compute
5

well triangle {i1 , j1 , k1 } is suited to be matched with triangle
{i2 , j2 , k2 } using the geodesic-based potential, thus the similarity measure G is formulated as follow:
Gi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 = exp(−γk fi1 , j1 ,k1 − fi2 , j2 ,k2 k2 )

distances between the three points of a triangle. Typically, this
kind of descriptor is a low-dimensional vector, and many different triangles may lead to similar descriptors. Therefore, the
matching procedure becomes ambiguous. We believe that incorporating prior-based similarity into the similarity tensor H
would have higher discriminative power. Consequently, a triangle in shape 1 would have fewer similar triangles in shape 2,
and thus the matching would become less ambiguous and easier to compute. Figure 4 illustrates the effect of the prior-based
potential on the similarity tensor H. A prior Pr from shape S is
defined as the set of points P ∈ S around a center c lying within
a sphere of radius R. These priors, relying on their geometric cues, can be used to compare triangles from shapes S 1 and
S 2 and constitute a prior-based similarity measure. To measure
how well the priors are similar to each other, we make use of a
simple global descriptor (the Ensemble of Shape Functions ESF
descriptor) [29]. It consists of an ensemble of ten 64-bin-sized
histograms, concatenated in a single 640 value histogram describing the properties of the prior. This description is efficient
and unique because it can handle data imperfectness and is able
to identify similar priors regardless of the transformations.
Given the sets of feature points extracted from shapes S 1 and
S 2 , we construct shape priors by sampling points around each
feature point within a sphere of radius R, as illustrated in Figure 3 (right). Note that the value of the radius is relative to the
diagonal of the bounding box of each shape. We then compute
the ESF descriptor dES F for each prior Pri in both shapes. Once
these ESF descriptors are computed, we define a prior-based
feature vector gi, j,k for each triangle {i, j, k} as the concatenation
of the three ESF descriptors of the priors defined by its three
points i, j and k:

(5)

where k.k is the `2 distance between the feature vectors of triangles {i1 , j1 , k1 } and {i2 , j2 , k2 } from S 1 and S 2 , respectively,
and γ is the inverse of the average of all the squares of the `2
distances between triangles in S 1 and S 2 . From the definition,
the values of G are in {0,1}, and high values correspond to similar triangles.
2

Algorithm 1 : Compute Similarity Tensor H
Input: Two triangle meshes S 1 and S 2 , radius R, number of
points N per prior.
Output: Similarity tensor H.
function Build similarity tensor H(S 1 , S 2 , R, N)
Read mesh files (S 1 ,S 2 );
(C1 , C2 ) ← HKS (S 1 ,S 2 );
. local maxima of the heat
kernel function.
(C1 , C2 ) ← FPS (S 1 ,S 2 );
. add points using geodesic
farthest point sampling.
(Pr1 , Pr2 ) ← Generate priors(S 1 , C1 , S 2 , C2 , R, N);
Compute descriptors (Pr1 , Pr2 );
. using Ensemble of
Shape Functions ESF descriptor.
Sample n1 triangle from C1 ;
Choose all possible triangles n2 from C2 ;
for l = 1 to n1 do
. feature vectors for S 1 .
fi, j,k ← Equation (4);
gi, j,k ← Equation (6);
Queries ← fi, j,k ; . insert fi, j,k from S 1 into a vector.
end for
for m = 1 to n2 do
. feature vectors for S 2 .
fi, j,k ← Equation (4);
gi, j,k ← Equation (6);
kdtree ← fi, j,k ; . insert fi, j,k from S 2 into a kdtree.
end for
Initialize H = 0;
for l = 1 to n1 do
query = Queries[l];
. query feature vector.
indices ← Ann (query, k, kdtree);
. find k-nearest
neighbors to each query triangle from S 1 .
for m = 1 to K do
. feature vectors for S 2 .
G(l, m) ← Equation (5);
. geodesic based
similarity.
P(l, m) ← Equation (7); . prior based similarity.
H(l, m) ← Equation (3);
. final similarity
measure.
end for
end for
return (H);
end function

gi, j,k = {dES F (Pri ), dES F (Pr j ), dES F (Prk )}

(6)

Note that gi, j,k is a 1920 dimensional vector.
Finally, the prior-based similarity Pi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 between two
triangles {i1 , j1 , k1 } from S 1 and {i2 , j2 , k2 } from S 2 is computed
using the `2 distance metric between their corresponding feature vectors gi1 , j1 ,k1 and gi2 , j2 ,k2 :
Pi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 = exp(−γkgi1 , j1 ,k1 − gi2 , j2 ,k2 k2 )

(7)

where γ is the inverse of the average of all the squares of the `2
distances between triangles in S 1 and S 2 . Note that high values
of P correspond to triangles with similar priors.
4.3. Optimization
In this section, our tensor-based optimization technique is introduced. Once prior-based and geodesic-based similarities are
obtained from the previous section, they are used to build the
similarity tensor H and solve the high-order feature matching
problem using the tensor power iteration method. The tensor
power iteration method is highlighted in the following parts and
the details about its formulation, relaxation and solution are presented.
Relaxed Problem. In our formulation, we dispose of oneto-one constraints, where each feature point from shape 1 can

Prior-based Potential. Our goal on this part is to incorporate the prior-based similarities into the similarity measure H.
In the previous subsection, we focus on using a simple geometric relationship between points, that is, the normalized geodesic
6

match only one point from shape 2 and vice-versa. This combinatorial problem is known as the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP), which incorporates the third-order relationships between feature points. It is worthwhile mentioning that this problem is intractable, with no known polynomial time algorithm
for solving it [30]. However, approximate solutions can be employed to tackle this situation. Considering this discrete optimization problem, we follow [31, 32, 9] and design a relaxation
strategy to convert it into a convex optimization problem, which
is solved by Tensor Power Iteration technique.
The maximization of the objective (2) subject to (1) is an NP
hard problem, and the exact solution is extremely difficult to
be obtained. Therefore, we relax the constraints to real-values
domain and get the following constraints:
X
X
A ∈ [0, 1]n×n ,
Ai1 ,i2 ≤ 1,
Ai1 ,i2 ≤ 1.
(8)
i1

the tensor H could be huge and if we compute it completely, it would require O(3 ∗ n6 ) operations. Since the tensor H
can be very sparse, it is unnecessary to compute it completely. We then compute only a small part of it following the same
idea as [9]. Therefore, for each triangle {i1 , j1 , k1 } in S 1 , we
seek its k-nearest triangles {i2 , j2 , k2 } from S 2 based on their
geodesic-based similarity only, and then the prior-based similarity of these k-nearest neighbors is incorporated into the final
similarity measure using Equation (3), otherwise H = 0 (we
set k = 300 for all experiments as it always produces satisfactory results). The search is performed using the well-known
Approximate Nearest Neighbors technique (ANN) [34].
This similarity is computed for each triangle in both shapes
S 1 and S 2 and used to match them. However, computing
this for all triangles in shape S 1 would be very time consuming, and would force the redundancy of the matched triangles.
Therefore, only a small number of triangles is sampled from
S 1 [25, 9] (in all our experiments, the number of triangles in
S 1 is set equal to 50 ∗ n). As a result, the tensor H is very sparse, and can be efficiently computed. Algorithm 1 provides
the implementation details for building the similarity tensor H.

i2

With the above relaxations, we obtain the new graph matching
formulation as:
X
max
Hi1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2 Ai1 ,i2 A j1 , j2 Ak1 ,k2
A

i1 ,i2 , j1 , j2 ,k1 ,k2

(9)

(11)

Algorithm 2 : Tensor based Optimization
Input: Similarity tensor H of order 3, Maximum number of
iterations maxIter.
Output: Pairwise matching correspondences Ci .
function Tensor Matching(H, maxIter)
Initialization: ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n} A(0)
i j = 1/n;
while not converged do
Power Iteration:
φ(k+1) = H ⊗1 A(k) ⊗2 A(k) ;
Q = kφ(k+1) k2 ;
. compute the norm.
A(k) = φ(k+1) /Q;
. update the assignment matrix.
Row/Column Normalizations:
for i1 = 1 to n do
P
Q1 = i2 A(k)
i1 i2 ;
(k)
(k)
Ai1 i2 = Ai1 i2 /Q1 ;
end for
for i2 = 1 to n do
P
Q2 = i1 A(k)
i1 i2 ;
(k)
(k)
Ai1 i2 = Ai1 i2 /Q2 ;
end for
end while
A ← Hungarian algorithm (A);
. discretization of A
Ci ← Index search (A);
. vector of pairwise sparse
correspondences
return (Ci );
end function

where H̃ = vec(H) is the similarity vector of size (n ∗ n)3 = n6 ,
and Ã = vec(A) is the assignment vector of size n2 .
Building Similarity Tensor H. As described in Section 4.1,
tensor H represents a similarity measure, which incorporates
both the geodesic-based and the prior-based potentials. In this
part, we explain how to build this tensor. With a size of n6 ,

Tensor Power Iteration Solution. The next step in our
framework is to find the solution that maximizes the objective (11). Inspired by the work of [9, 35, 26], a tensor power iteration method is proposed to solve the third-order graph
matching optimization problem, which is a simple algorithm
for finding the dominant eigenvalue of a matrix with its associated eigenvector. The idea behind is to start with a guess

s.t. A ∈ [0, 1]n×n ,

X

Ai1 ,i2 ≤ 1,

i1

X

Ai1 ,i2 ≤ 1.

i2

Tensor-based Formulation. Similar to the matrix-vector
product form in the pairwise graph matching problems, we propose to use the tensor-vector product formulation to solve the
high-order feature matching problem stated in Equation (9), and
exploit the tensor tools for the approximate optimization. A
tensor is the high dimensional generalization of a matrix. For
a d-order tensor H, each element is represented as Hi1 ,...,ik ,...id ,
where 1 ≤ k ≤ d. Instead of using first-order (point-to-point)
and second-order (pair-to-pair) comparisons for matching, we
compare feature vectors between triplets of feature points or
triangles (d = 3).
The multiplication of an n-dimensional tensor H by an ndimensional vector V can be formulated [33] as:
S = H ⊗k V
X
Hi1 ,...,ik ,...,in Vik
S i1 ,...,ik ,...,in =

(10)

ik

where ⊗k denotes the multiplication on the kth dimension. By
using this notation, the optimization problem can be formulated
as:
max H̃ ⊗1 Ã ⊗2 Ã ⊗3 Ã
A
X
X
s.t. A ∈ [0, 1]n×n ,
Ai1 ,i2 ≤ 1,
Ai1 ,i2 ≤ 1.
i1

i2
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Figure 5: Comparison of our method with six state-of-the-art methods on the Surface Correspondence Benchmark [13]. The plots
show the superiority of our method in establishing a set of sparse correspondences between nearly isometric shapes. Note that the
percentage of true correspondences within a geodesic error of 0.1 is over 75% for isometric and nearly isometric shapes.
5. Results

of a unit eigenvector A0 for a matrix H, compute the series
Ak+1 = HAk /kHAk k2 and repeat until convergence. Although
this method is not guaranteed to reach a global optimum, it always converges to a satisfactory solution in practice (see [9]).

In this section, the results of our proposed framework are
reported. The effectiveness of our matching algorithm is evaluated on a variety of 3D shapes, and compared to several
state-of-the-art methods for finding inter-surface maps and correspondences.

When the row and column sums of the assignment matrix A
are given in advance, we are left with minimizing under column and row sum equality constraints. To address this problem,
an `1 norm power iteration algorithm is advocated , which updates the solution by tensor powering followed by alternative
row/column normalizations. The assignment matrix is treated
as a collection of vectors along the specified dimension. These
vectors are then alternatively normalized for each row/column.
This iterative procedure is known as the Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm, which scales a square nonnegative real valued matrix
to a doubly-stochastic form. This method turns out to be the
ideal solution to satisfy the input constraints in Equation (1)
and ensure that all rows and columns sum to one. Note that
the row/column `1 normalization operation has no effect on the
convergence of the algorithm [36]. The pseudo-code for the
optimization procedure is outlined in Algorithm 2.

5.1. Datasets and Evaluation
We have tested our correspondence algorithm on a variety of
3D models from the Surface Correspondence Benchmark [13],
in which the authors compared their Blended Intrinsic Maps
(BIM) approach to the related methods. This dataset consists
mainly of near-isometric surfaces with the same topology in
different poses from three datasets:
• SCAPE [38]: 71 meshes of a single person in different
poses reconstructed from range images. All the meshes
share the same topology, making the comparison to ground
truth for every vertex possible.
• TOSCA [39]: 80 meshes representing people and animals
in different poses. These meshes appear in 8 classes with
common topology, providing the ground-truth correspondence for all vertices.

Convergence. The initialization is important for the tensor power iteration method. In our framework, we make use
of the uniform initialization, where the initial value for each
Ai j = 1/n. The convergence is determined by imposing certain
terminal conditions. The algorithm terminates when the predefined number of iterations is reached, or when the changes
in the score are below a threshold. In our case, the number of
maximum iterations is set to 100.

• Watertight models from the SHREC dataset [40]: 400
watertight meshes arranged evenly in 20 different object
classes, with no ground truth map provided. Meanwhile,
a set of sparse ground truth correspondences is manually
established by [13].

Sparse Correspondences. The solution given by the tensor power iteration method is a double-stochastic assignment
matrix. This matrix is real-valued and must be discretized to
meet the one-to-one mapping constraints in (1). In order to obtain an assignment matrix A with elements in {0,1} and proper
row/column sums, the Hungarian algorithm [37] is employed
with the cost of matrix A to obtain a binary output. Given the
binary matrix, the sparse correspondences are naturally derived
by index searching. As a result, we are able to produce a set of
sparse correspondences, where each feature point from shape 1
corresponds to only one feature point from shape 2 and viceversa.

In addition, we have tested our algorithm on other benchmarks provided by [41], [42] and [43]. These benchmarks involve
meshes with the similar intrinsic structure, for which groundtruth correspondences are known.
We have evaluated our method for computing a set of sparse correspondences using the same evaluation metric as [13],
where the accuracy of a predicted map is evaluated with respect to the ground truth map. More specifically, given a pair
of shapes S 1 and S 2 , for every point p in S 1 , the normalized
geodesic distance dS 2 between its predicted correspondence p0
8

(a) Duchenne et al

Figure 6: Per class performance comparisons of our method
with the Blended Intrinsic Maps [13] on three classes from the
SHREC Watertight 2007 dataset.

(b) Kim et al

and its true correspondence p0true in S 2 is recorded. These normalized geodesic distances are then aggregated into an error
P
measure: Err = p∈S 1 dS 2 (p0true − p0 ), where dS 2 is normalized
√
by (Area(S 2 )). It is worthwhile noting that our method provides only a set of sparse correspondences, rather than a full
surface map as required for comparison with the other methods using the evaluation metric mentioned above. As suggested in [13], a method based on GMDS (Generalized MultiDimensional Scaling) [16] is employed to propagate the sparse
correspondences into full surface mapping.

(c) Ours

Figure 7: Qualitative comparisons of our method with the
tensor-based method of [9] and the Blended Intrinsic Maps [13]. (a) Matching results from [9]. (b) Blended Intrinsic
Maps results. (c) Our matching results.

5.2. Comparison to Previous Work

to the ones in TOSCA plot. This is due to the fact that the midedge uniformization suffers from the non-delauy triangulations.
Note that the Möbius Voting method suffers from inconsistent
correspondences in the humans plot because of the large deformations between the models. However, it shows a significantly
better performance than the other methods in the animals plot
since there is no intrinsic symmetries in animals. The blended
maps method performs better than the other methods, meanwhile, it is not able to distinguish between the front and the
back of a human in some cases. In Contrast, our method (red
curves) performs more uniformly across the 4 different classes.
It shows quality improvement over the Blended Intrinsic Maps on SCAPE, TOSCA and human datasets, while it achieves
comparable results on the animal dataset. As can be seen in the
plots, the percentage of true correspondences (that are within a
geodesic error of 0.1) is over 80% for the first three classes, and
around 62% for the animal class. This percentage converges
to find almost all true correspondences within a geodesic error of 0.25. This demonstrates the superiority of our method
in establishing a set of sparse correspondences between nearly
isometric shapes.
In addition, we compare the performance of our algorithm
with the Blended Intrinsic Maps method [13] on three object
classes from the SHREC Watertight 2007 data set. Figure 6
plots the percentage of true correspondences with respect to
different geodesic errors on the teddy, ant and glasses object

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we further
perform quantitative evaluations to measure the matching accuracy of our algorithm, and compare it to the state-of-the-art
methods for finding inter-surface maps and correspondences,
including Blended Intrinsic Maps [13], Möbius Voting [2], Heat
Kernel with one and two correspondences [3] and GMDS [16].
Note that all these methods are included in the Surface Correspondence Benchmark (for more details, see [13]).
Given the four datasets: SCAPE, TOSCA, humans and animals from the correspondence benchmark, we successfully
generate the set of sparse correspondences between pairs of
shape within the same dataset, and compute the accuracy of
the matching to the ground truth using the evaluation metric explained below. In such a way, we are able to plot the fraction of
the correctly mapped correspondences (Y-axis) within an error
below some geodesic distance thresholds (X-axis). The comparisons of our matching accuracy with the Surface Correspondence Benchmark [13] are reported in Figure 5. The SCAPE
and TOSCA plots reveals that methods based on geodesic distances only (GMDS and HKM 1 corr and HKM 2 corr) are confused by the bilateral reflective symmetry that exists in humans
and animals, while methods based on conformal maps can lead
to the ambiguity of mapping the back of a human to the front
of another. The SCAPE plot shows a slight decrease in performance for the methods based on conformal geometry compared
9

Targets

Per Class Performance

Elephant

Face

Woman

Source

Figure 8: (Left) Matching results on three datasets using our algorithm, where the full mappings between each source-target pair
are color coded. (Right) Percentage of correct correspondences with respect to the geodesic errors for the three datasets. As shown,
our method is able to achieve good performance in finding correspondences between shapes in different poses. Note that almost
97% of correct correspondences are detected within a geodesic error of 0.25 for the three datasets.
Overall, the results are quite positive for the 4 classes as illustrated in Figure 12. Meanwhile, we observe small misalignments in some faces of animals, due to the fact that their shapes
are far from isometry and they may have significant topological
and geometrical differences.
In the second experiment, to indicate how well our method
can perform for nearly isometric pairs of shapes, we pick a
model as a source and other six models within the same class
as targets from three benchmarks [41], [42] and [43]. More
specifically, for each target, we establish a map from the source
model using our algorithm, and compute the matching accuracy using the same evaluation metric. Figure 8 shows the representative results of finding correspondences between the source
and target models on the “woman”, “face” and “elephant” classes, where the full mappings between those models are color
coded.
Since the ground truth correspondences are available for
these classes, we plot the percentage of correct correspondences
with respect to the geodesic errors in the right of Figure 8. Note
that our method is able to obtain good correspondences between
shapes in different poses. In addition, over 94% of correct correspondences within the geodesic error of 0.25 are detected for
the three datasets by our method.

classes. We observe that our method outperforms the Blended Intrinsic Maps method [13] on the mentioned three classes.
The BIM method is not able to handle models with repeated
patterns like the teddy and the ant models because it confuses
and twists their limbs. Another issue raised by the BIM method
is the distortion of the tips when the objects have long and thin
parts such as the glasses models. In contrast, employing the local patches (3D shape priors) sampled around the feature points
and using the third-order potentials adapted by our method can
avoid the matching inconsistency caused by the repeated patterns in the ant and the teddy classes. Figure 7 shows a comparison of our matching algorithm with [9] and [13] on two human
models. For all methods, we automatically extract the feature
points, and run the algorithm to find the set of correspondences
between the models. Since the method of [9] requires manual
extraction of the feature points at key positions, the same sampling strategy of our algorithm is used. The result of Figure 7.a
is not satisfying due to the type of potential used to compute the
feature vector for each triplet of points. Their 6-dimensional
feature vector is based on angles only, which is not suitable to
the case of non-rigid shape matching. Next, we run the IBM algorithm in Figure 7.b. Their method yields a smooth mapping
for the upper part of the human model. However, it leads to an
ambiguity in the lower part of the model resulting in a twisted feet of the human model. In contrast, our method finds the
correct set of correspondences based on the geodesic-based and
prior-based potentials, and hence produces a smooth mapping
between the two human models, as shown in Figure 7.c.

5.4. Component Analysis
Figure 9 analyses the effect of each component of our algorithm on the matching quality. These components are the sampling strategy, the 3D potentials used to compute the feature
vectors of the triplets of points and the power iteration technique. We produce the matching results on two cat models from
TOSCA with and without each of these three components.
As explained in Section 4.2, our algorithm requires a discrete set of feature points that is invariant to isometries. By
using a simple farthest point sampling strategy, two sets of feature points that do not have correspondences between the two
shapes are obtained. Matching these two sets of feature points

5.3. Shape Matching
In this section, some of the maps produced by our method
from the surface correspondence benchmark are visually examined. For each pair of shapes within the same class, the set of
sparse correspondences is established , and propagated into a
full mapping. These maps are shown in Figure 12, where the
XYZ coordinate functions are transferred from the source model to the target and rendered as RGB channels on both models.
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(a) Simple FPS strategy

(b) Geodesic-based potential only

(c) Pairwise potentials

(d) Full algorithm

Figure 9: Effect of each component on the matching quality. (a) Matching results using a simple Farthest Point Sampling (FPS)
strategy. (b) Matching results using only the Geodesic-based potential. (c) Result of applying second order power iteration with
pairwise potentials. (d) Result of applying our complete matching algorithm.
reveals a set of inconsistent correspondences assigned by our
algorithm on different parts of the two cat models, as illustrated
in Figure 9a. The result of Figure 9.b is not satisfying due to
the fact that the global information (geodesic-based potential)
is used to compute the feature vectors without taking in considerations the local information (priors) between each triplet
of points. Using the geodesic distances only between feature
points may lead to similar descriptors between totally different
triplet of points, which makes the matching ambiguous. However, adding the prior-based potential to the matching problem
would have higher discriminative power, as can be seen in Figure 9.d. Using a simple power iteration technique based on the
pairwise potentials as in Figure 9.c is susceptible to matching
ambiguities due to the repeated patterns or non-discriminative
local appearances. The pairwise potential cannot be used on its
own as it makes the matching inconsistent. Hence, the feature
matching consistency is naturally enforced by using the thirdorder potentials between triplets of feature points, which can be
solved by the tensor power iteration technique. The main role of
adding such potentials is to prevent incompatible feature points
from being matched together, and detect the correct correspondences between the two cat models. The results of using third
order potential with the tensor power iteration technique can be
visualized in Figure 9.d.

Figure 10: The average geodesic error and the computation
time in function of the number of feature points.
olution. The choice of the prior radius R depends on the number
of feature points n extracted using the heat kernel function and
the farthest point sampling technique. Therefore, we conservatively choose R in the interval [0.05, 0.1] times the scale of the
input shapes and the number of sampled points per prior to 20k
points. We have run some experiments on SCAPE and TOSCA
models and we have found that a number of 15 to 40 feature
points gives a good compromise between the matching quality
and the computation time, as illustrated in Figure 10. In all the
examples of the paper, we take the number of triangles in shape
1 t ∗ n = 50 ∗ n and the number of the nearest neighbors for
each triangle k = 300. Note that the changes in these parameters have a very limited impact on the quality of the results, and
affect only the efficiency of the algorithm.

5.5. Parameters
Our method has several parameters: 1) the weighting parameters α and β in Equation (3); and 2) the number n of feature
points extracted from the two shape S 1 and S 2 , along with
the prior radius R and the number of sampled point per prior.
The choice of α and β relies on the relation between the two
shapes. If the two shapes are isometric or nearly isometric, setting α = 0.5 and β = 0.5 would be better; otherwise, we set
α = 0.7 and β = 0.3. We have conducted a number of testings on different datasets with those values, and found that they
produce pleasing results in all experiments. The priors sampled from each shape are supposed to be dense enough so that
meaningful shape priors can be created. This can be achieved
by choosing proper values for the prior radius and the point res-

5.6. Computational Complexity and Running Time
Our algorithm has two stages, feature extraction and tensor
based optimization. During the first stage, n feature points from
the two shapes are currently extracted, and the geodesic-based
and prior-based similarities are computed. It involves the heat
kernel function and geodesic distance computations, which may
take up to several minutes depending on the complexity of the
11

Table 1: Running time statistics of our matching algorithm on
different shape categories. Note that these experimental timings are obtained by computing the average running time per
matching for each shape dataset.
Datasets
SCAPE
TOSCA
Animals
Humans
Woman
Face
Elephant

Figure 11: Failure case of our method in the presence of significant topological changes. Sets of feature points extracted
using our sampling strategy (left). Matching results using our
algorithm (right).
input shapes. There are nt sampled triangles in shape 1, where
each triangle has k-nearest neighbors triangles in shape 2. In
this way, the complexity of this stage is O(ntk log(n)). The
running time for the second stage is relatively fast (up to several seconds when the sparsity condition is applied to the tensor
H). During this stage, the assignment matrix is obtained via the
tensor power iteration technique, which is relatively fast for a
small number of feature points n. It has a computation complexity of O(n3 log(n)). The total complexity of our algorithm
is O(ntk log(n) + n3 log(n)), which grows with the number n of
feature points. All experiments have been performed on a PC
with 2.4GHz CPU and 6.0 GB of RAM, and the average running time per matching is 1 minute and 11 seconds for a pair
of SCAPE models, and 3 minutes and 24 seconds for a pair of
TOSCA models. Overall, the time performance of our method
is still comparatively efficient. Note that the current code is an
implementation detail without code optimization and doing so
would apparently increase the efficiency. Table 1 gives the running time performance of our experiments, while Table 2 lists
the comparison between our method and BIM [13] in terms of
the average geodesic error, the average maximum geodesic error and the running time for different datasets.

Feature extraction
1min08s
3min13s
2min55s
3min31s
57s
2min14s
3min50s

Optimization
03s
11s
06s
07s
10s
06s
08s

Total time
1min11s
3min24s
3min01s
3min38s
1min07s
2min20s
3min58s

Table 2: Comparison to Kim et al. [13] in terms of the average
geodesic error, the average maximum geodesic error and the
running time for various datasets.
Our Method

Datasets
Ave Err

Ave Max Err

SCAPE

0.067

0.267

TOSCA

0.043

0.289

Humans

0.137

Animals
Teddy

Blended Intrinsic Maps [13]
Time

Ave Err

Ave Max Err

Time

1min11s

0.081

0.251

2min01s

3min24s

0.0341

0.311

11min36s

0.384

3min38s

0.105

0.315

4min05s

0.149

0.467

3min01s

0.127

0.325

9min24s

0.164

0.295

1min37s

0.158

0.398

2min29s

Ant

0.303

0.896

3min49s

0.314

0.979

16min53s

Glasses

0.241

0.933

1min17s

0.517

1.623

51s

cal changes. In that case, our geodesic-based similarity may
fail to capture the global property between triplet of points, and
consequently the matching accuracy drops. Figure 11 shows a
failure case of our algorithm between two armadillo models in
the presence of significant topological changes (one of the arms is complectly removed). In this case, Our approach fails to
find the correct corresponding feature points between the two
models, which results in the undesired matching result depicted in Figure 11 (right). In addition, our method may achieve
poor correspondence results on some animal classes (e.g., on
the faces of some animals). The reason is that the local 3D
shape priors are different from each other and our algorithm is
not able to recognize the similarities between them.
Future work includes overcoming the symmetric inconsistency problem when the two shapes involve intrinsic symmetries.
Our approach assumes that the number of extracted correspondences should be the same on the two shapes, so that every
point in shape 1 corresponds to only one point in shape 2 and
vice-versa. This framework can be easily improved by adding
dummy nodes to one of the shapes, so that a point matched
to this dummy node, is considered matched to no point. This
idea makes the framework independent of the choice of feature
points. Perhaps the most interesting and challenging direction
is to apply this technique to find a consistent set of correspondences between more than two isometric shapes, using a MultiGraph Matching method as in [26].

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we describe a fully automatic algorithm for
finding a set of sparse correspondences between two sets of
feature points extracted from two shapes. To avoid the inconsistency problem, both the local constraints, in the form of 3D
shape priors sampled around the feature points, and the global constraints, in the form of normalized geodesic distances,
are incorporated into a similarity tensor. The sparse set of correspondences is then obtained by solving a tensor-based optimization problem. Instead of tuning threshold parameters, our
matching framework gives the user a fully automatic and computationally efficient way to extract sparse correspondences for
isometric and nearly-isometric shapes. It is conceptually direct and simple, and produces accurate correspondences. The
applicability of our method is demonstrated by computing correspondences through various examples on the Surface Correspondence Benchmark and other benchmarks.
Our method has a few limitations. The first one is that our
method can hardly deal with models with holes, or topologi12
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Figure 12: Performance of our method on five classes from the Surface Correspondence Benchmark [13]. For each pair of shapes,
we run our matching algorithm to find the set of sparse correspondences, and propagate them into full surface mapping, where the
maps are transferred to the target models based on the coordinate functions of the source models.
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